Netanyahu's coalition isn't built to last: Expect high sparks within and fragile prospects for Israel's incoming government

COMPETING AGENDAS BETWEEN THE MEMBERS OF ISRAEL'S INCOMING GOVERNMENT PORTEND ANOTHER UNSUSTAINABLE PARTNERSHIP.

Four years and five elections since the dissolution of the last Knesset to survive until its second birthday, returning Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu sits atop a sixty-four seat coalition which he contends will serve out a full term. Enthusiasts are heralding the establishment, finally, of a durable and homogenous leadership to pilot the country’s ship of state. The fine print suggests otherwise.

Conventional wisdom imparts that the new ruling cohort will operate as a unified, conservative bloc to exercise control over the official instruments of power. That prognosis denies adequate attention to the nuanced differences between the various players on Team Netanyahu. Their divergent priorities—and the inevitable tension emanating from their efforts to placate overlapping, but not identical constituencies—reveal an underestimated fragility that will threaten its prospects.
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ISSUE BRIEF

NETANYAHU’S COALITION ISN’T BUILT TO LAST

The hawkish Likud, born in 1973 as an alliance of several right-wing factions, sports a mixed secular-religious pedigree and a declared penchant for free market economics. Scoring highest in last November’s ballot, it enjoys a counterintuitive foothold among Israel’s less privileged enclaves, where Netanyahu—in his unmatched sixteenth year as premier—has cast himself ironically as a fellow target of discrimination by the country’s so-called elites. The Religious Zionist Party (RZP), a militaristic champion of the settlement movement, represents itself as the political home of a demographic for whom the existence of the State of Israel is a catalyst hastening the Messiah’s arrival. The rabbinic stewards of Shas and United Torah Judaism (UTJ), two ultra-Orthodox caucuses which are decidedly opposed to RZP-style sanctification of the modern Israeli state, are preoccupied with fortifying their own insular communities.

A motley crew that corresponds comfortably with the ideological hues of today’s Republican party in the United States, Netanyahu and his teammates will be bickering incessantly—just like the GOP—over the direction and soul of their mutual enterprise.

NARROW CONSENSUS

It came as little surprise, Netanyahu’s ambitious timeline notwithstanding, that the horse-trading which customarily precedes the formation of all Israeli governments was stretched out until the eleventh hour. Bargaining continued unabated even after his formal announcement to President Isaac Herzog on December 21 that the lineup was complete. But as negotiators toiled, understandably, to maximize their gains, the fault lines between their positions came into clearer view.

If the superglue that fused together Israel’s previous caretakers in an unlikely eight-party alliance was their shared commitment to ousting Netanyahu, their successors are aligned similarly around one overarching issue. Joining the Likud, RZP, Shas, and UTJ at the hip is their unbridled passion to circumscribe the authority of the courts which, by their narrative, have intervened illegitimately to obstruct the democratic will of the citizenry as it would be implemented by the Knesset majority—i.e., them. (Secondary villains on their most-wanted list include the state attorney, the media and the academy, although none of these institutions is a monolith.)

---


Each of these factions has a roster of standing beefs with the judiciary. RZP has been exasperated by Supreme Court decisions to, among other things, impede the legalization of Jewish settlements in the West Bank and preclude the disqualification of several Arab politicians running for public office. Shas and UTJ are incensed at the judges for blocking parliamentary initiatives to exempt ultra-Orthodox youth from conscription into the Israel Defense Forces. Netanyahu has been rebuffed repeatedly in his attempts to convince the court that his corruption charges should be dismissed and his trial terminated.

The first shots came already before the new squad was unveiled and sworn in. A December 27 amendment to Israel’s law that codifies eligibility to serve as a government minister cleared the path for Shas principal Aryeh Deri to assume the interior and health portfolios—despite his prior conviction on tax-related crimes—and for RZP’s Bezalel Smotrich to and a fierce judicial critic, as justice minister was the harbinger of a campaign to overhaul the entire system—which, by Levin’s own admission, has been inspired, at least partially, by the indictments against Netanyahu.

The appointment of Yariv Levin, his consigliere and a fierce judicial critic, as justice minister was the harbinger of a campaign to overhaul the entire system—which, by Levin’s own admission, has been inspired, at least partially, by the indictments against Netanyahu.

supplement his finance portfolio with a concurrent post at the Ministry of Defense, where he will assume responsibility for the bureaucracy that manages civilian affairs in the West Bank. A second act of legislation the following day set the stage for RZP’s Itamar Ben-Gvir, the gun-toting national security minister, to exercise unprecedented command over the Israel Police, with the capacity to direct policy and exercise influence over its investigations. The Supreme Court’s January 18 bombshell ruling which ordered Netanyahu to remove Deri from his ministerial positions—due to the “unreasonableness” of his appointments and inconsistencies relating to his earlier plea bargain—has sent the country spinning toward an epic showdown.

Hanging ominously over the heads of the justices is the coalition’s threat to pass an override stipulation that would empower the Knesset to flout Supreme Court pronouncements as the spirit moves them. A sixty-one vote threshold being proposed for that sanction could effectively neutralize the vital function of judicial review. The maneuver, which was included explicitly in the coalition’s founding agreements, was launched ceremoniously by Levin during a prime-time press conference on January 4. Other elements of Levin’s scheme would inject greater politicization into the appointment process for judges and general counsels. It was telling that Attorney-General Gali Baharav-Miara was conspicuously uninvited to the first meeting of Netanyahu’s cabinet, many of whose members view her as a treacherous fifth column in their midst and are angling to end her contract.

According to Netanyahu, since the Israeli electorate was fully cognizant of his program when it went to the polls, he requires no further authorization to go full steam ahead. Despite his assurances to U.S. National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan that the package will be passed ultimately with “wide agreement,” there is little optimism at this juncture that President Herzog’s attempt to mediate between the parties and avert a constitutional crisis can succeed.

RZP and the Likud sparred bitterly in the run-up to the election and during its aftermath. Recordings surfaced in October of

---


Smotrich branding Netanyahu as a “liar” and a “tragedy” who is likely to ultimately be found guilty in court.²⁷ Smotrich was compelled subsequently to eat crow and walk his comments back in multiple interviews.²⁸ That didn’t prevent Levin from later characterizing Smotrich as “delusional” for aspiring to “take control over half of the government.”²⁹

In December, Netanyahu took a swipe at his Shas and UTJ affiliates.³⁰ “They didn’t work, they just had a lot of children, which the public sector had to pay for,” he described the situation facing him as finance minister back in 2002. The solution to that problem, he told interviewer Jordan Peterson tactlessly, was “to put the fat man on a diet.” As for the ultra-Orthodox population, a long and storied record speaks to frequent intercommunal feuding over primacy and the extent of their integration into broader society.³¹

Not to be overlooked either are in-house squabbles within the Likud family, where many feel deeply humiliated by the experience of recent months and motivated to contest Netanyahu’s grip over the party. Amid complaints that RZP, Shas, and UTJ walked away with the choicest spoils and left
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them with slim pickings, senior Likud figures have been forced to accept what appear to many as consolation prizes: rotating stints as ministers with neutered briefs, carved up to satisfy the hefty demands of other caucuses, with others being left out in the cold empty-handed. Although malcontents have been reluctant historically to rebel against the Netanyahu franchise, a few wayward hands absenting themselves from crucial votes in parliament are locked and loaded to spark a rebellion that could accelerate a collapse of government.

**HOME AND AWAY**

The frontier separating Likud and its religiously observant confederates is the (Mediterranean and Jordan River) water’s edge. Netanyahu has proclaimed repeatedly that his foremost consideration will be given to matters of foreign policy, namely foiling Iran’s designs to acquire a nuclear weapons capability and bringing Saudi Arabia into the fold of neighboring countries that normalized ties with the Jewish state under the 2020 Abraham Accords. RZP, Shas, and UTJ are content essentially to let the prime minister sow his oats abroad. As far as they are concerned, the world is his (unkosher) oyster.

What they want in exchange is a license to reign over domestic affairs. They’ve made no secret of their intention to tinker with the delicate social compact that undergirds Israel’s national life. (It’s no coincidence that the word “national” has become a popular feature of their ministerial titles.) Among the hot-button issues on their radar are standards for conversion to Judaism, immigration to Israel, and certification of kashruth practices—all slated to be brought into line with the most stringent interpretations of Jewish law. The ultra-Orthodox also seek to rollback restrictions on gender segregation at publicly funded events.

Geostrategically, RZP has its sights trained on Jerusalem and the West Bank. Five years since the last time any sitting Israeli minister stepped onto the Temple Mount, Ben-Gvir put the volatile site on his official itinerary during his first week on the job. (The rabbinical patrons of Shas and UTJ object vehemently to the idea of Jews visiting the mount under the prevailing circumstances.) From his Defense Ministry perch, Smotrich is dedicated to advancing the cause of Israeli sovereignty within Judea and Samaria—an objective which he incorporated into RZP’s signed deal with the Likud.

Taken together, this is an inelegant recipe for turmoil. The structural integrity of Netanyahu’s coalition will begin to degrade inevitably as its members prove unable to prevent themselves from careening into each other’s lanes.

**FORESHOCKS**

Israel’s thirty-seventh government is barely one-month old and Netanyahu’s Twitter feed is already replete with myriad “clarifications” of its ignoble behavior, directed often at the country’s LGBTQ community. On December 25, he inveighed twice against comments made by RZP’s Orit Strock—since crowned Israel’s new minister of national missions—after
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---
she suggested that forthcoming legislative amendments, to which the Likud has consented, will permit doctors to withhold treatment if it contravenes their religious faith. Many of the brownie points that the prime minister had hoped to win from appointing loyalist Amir Ohana, an openly homosexual Likud politician, as Knesset speaker have since dissipated in a flurry of homophobic smears from within his own camp. In having to defend Ohana’s honor in the face of attacks by prominent rabbis against his sexual orientation, Netanyahu managed to highlight the dubiousness of his claim that “we were chosen to lead...in the way of the liberal right.” Jurisdiction over an Education Ministry unit that administers external programming has been handed over to an RZP-affiliated deputy minister whose main purpose is to block the infiltration of “progressive” ideas into Israeli society. That’s not all. UTJ chief Yitzhak Goldknopf has demanded a halt to railway construction on Shabbat, which, by his reading, constitutes a flagrant violation of an unequivocal Likud pledge to his faction. Goldknopf’s warning that “we cannot put up with this situation” has, thus far at least, not persuaded the Ministry of Transportation to suspend maintenance work on the Tens of thousands of Israelis protest in pouring rain during a demonstration at Habima Square in Tel Aviv after Netanyahu’s right-wing government launched proposals to weaken the Supreme Court. (Photo by Eyal Warshavsky / SOPA Images/Sipa USA)


weekend, something which would paralyze traffic networks on busy workdays instead.\(^{53}\) And within the Likud, erstwhile Netanyahu ally David Amsalem, who was passed over for a ministerial post, has accused the prime minister publicly of racism and prejudice against Sephardic Jews, who comprise the bulk of the party’s base.\(^{44}\)

The Israeli-Palestinian arena will supply regular clashes as well. Smotrich and Defense Minister Yoav Gallant have been feuding intensely over the division of labor between them in the West Bank.\(^{46}\) On January 20, Gallant ordered the immediate dismantling of an unauthorized settlement outpost, over the expressed instruction of Smotrich, who called for the evacuation to be halted until he and Gallant could discuss the matter after the weekend.\(^{46}\) Smotrich and his fellow RZP ministers boycotted the following Sunday’s cabinet meeting in protest—and threatened to absent themselves from Knesset votes as well—until Netanyahu makes good on his guarantees to Smotrich regarding the latter’s license to manage civil affairs in the territory.\(^{47}\)

Smotrich’s annexationist plans will come into precise conflict with Netanyahu’s spirited overtures to Saudi Arabia, where annexation would be anathema.\(^{48}\) (The flood of criticism with Netanyahu’s spirited overtures to Saudi Arabia, where Smotrich’s annexationist plans will come into precise conflict with Netanyahu’s spirited overtures to Saudi Arabia, where annexation would be anathema.\(^{48}\) The flood of criticism with Netanyahu’s spirited overtures to Saudi Arabia, where annexation would be anathema.\(^{48}\)

Moreover, given his already tense relationship with Democrats in Washington—where they control both the White House and the Senate—Netanyahu will be loath to antagonize them further. Deferring to the fundamentalist impulses and expansionist dreams of his partners will not win the prime minister any additional sympathy from President Joe Biden—or the majority of American Jews, who support the Democratic Party—at a time when Israel will be seeking to enlist robust US cooperation in promoting regional normalization, containing Iran and meeting other international challenges.\(^{52}\) Biden administration officials have said repeatedly that they will hold Netanyahu personally responsible for the actions of his coalition’s renegades.\(^{53}\) RZP, Shas, and UTJ are likely to find themselves frustrated at almost every turn. And with Deri’s political future now hanging in limbo, their level of agitation is peaking.

Mount jaunt offered an early indicator of how the actions of Netanyahu’s associates will contrive to jeopardize his own goals.\(^{45}\) One only needs to rewind the tape to know how this will play out. Forced to choose between exactly the same two policy vectors back in 2020, Netanyahu shelved his annexation push for the sake of concluding the Abraham Accords with the United Arab Emirates.\(^{50}\) He’s signaling his willingness to make the same tradeoff with Riyadh now.\(^{51}\)


BOILING POINT

Smotrich, Ben-Gvir, Deri, and Goldknopf are not naive. They came to play hardball. In 2021, Smotrich single-handedly thwarted Netanyahu’s prospects of forming a government by rejecting an instrumental alliance with the United Arab List, which then joined hands with Bennett and Lapid to topple Netanyahu.54 With Israel’s purse strings now in his hands, Finance Minister Smotrich is well-poised to assert his interests. If he doesn’t get his way during this at bat, he could end Netanyahu’s season prematurely again.

With little faith in Netanyahu’s commitments, Smotrich and Co. front-loaded their demands, driving hard bargains for plum positions, deep budgets, and expansive fiefdoms—from which they intend to strike while the iron is hot. They also insisted on the passage of the eponymous Deri, Smotrich, and Ben-Gvir laws even before signing on the dotted line. Their doubts about Netanyahu’s trustworthiness have only been confirmed by his pushback against their statements and his backpedaling on promises to them.55

RZP, Shas, and UTJ know intuitively that their arrangement may not last forever and that—as soon as they finish helping Netanyahu to procure a “get out of jail free” card for himself—he could cast them swiftly by the wayside. Contrary to what some may believe mistakenly, they do not comprise his Dream Team. He has always preferred to be balanced at the ideological center of his cabinets, letting partisan influences on both flanks cancel each other out. The pressure of the ideological center of his cabinets, letting partisan influences on both flanks cancel each other out. The pressure of the current alignment skews uncomfortably rightward for him, putting him in a tweezer movement between his activist coalition and a fate of international scorn.

Underscoring Netanyahu’s dilemma are initial alarm bells from Standard & Poor, the credit rating service.56 “The announced judicial system changes...could in the future present downside risks to [Israel’s] ratings,” S&P reported on January 12, amid profound concern of a “security situation which could be undermined in a scenario of more hardline policies.” Hundreds of the country’s preeminent economists, including its current and two former central bank governors, have issued similar distress calls.57 A galvanized opposition—which turned out well over 100,000 people, in the pouring rain, on January 21 to protest against the government’s legal reforms—will be doing its utmost to mobilize over those fears.58

Netanyahu may be hoping that Republicans return to power in Washington and ease his predicament. But even if that were to happen, he’d first have to survive for another two years with Biden in the Oval Office. Until then, he’ll have to withstand the backlash from disgruntled Likudniks and from the machinations of erstwhile allies marching Israel toward Jewish theocracy in the Land of Israel.59 The compromises he’ll be coerced into making will evoke comparisons to those which Kevin McCarthy proffered to hardline Republicans who, only then, after fourteen ballots, elected him as House speaker.50

A more plausible script is that Netanyahu’s emboldened partners—after having delivered for their voters or, alternatively, blamed a “weak” Netanyahu for their shortcomings—will seek to leverage their political advantage and force a preemptive return to the polls. Or that Netanyahu, if he succeeds in extricating himself from his criminal proceedings, will cast off his ornery associates and ask the electorate for a more commanding mandate to govern. Either way, it’s hard to imagine the Netanyahu coalition enduring for four years in close quarters.
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